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“WHEN I GO TO BATTLE THE RABACONDA 
IS MY TOOL OF CHOICE! IT'S THE BEST AND 
EASIEST WAY TO CHANGE A TIRE!” 

THAD DUVALL



THE STORY
How do you feel about changing your 
motorcycle’s tires? We enjoy it! But it 
hasn’t always been like this. Back in 2012, 
Jakob and Tõnu were two enduro-riding 
buddies who loved the sport but got 
really disheartened when the time came to 
change tires. Eventually, instead of forever 
agonizing over it, they took on the challenge 
to turn changing tires into a quick and 
easy job. After a lot of trial and error, they 
came up with a tool that enabled 3-minute 
tire changes regardless if it was air tubes, 
tubeless or bib-mousses. With this tool, it 
took them exactly 3 minutes to change a 
desert tire with a hard mousse insert. 
They consequently, named it the 3-Minute 
Tire Changer. 

Since 2012, more than 20,000 riders have 
changed their attitude towards tire changing 
thanks to the Rabaconda tire change tools. 
Today, Rabaconda is changing riders’ lives 
all around the world, 3 minutes at a time.
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3-MINUTE TIRE 
CHANGER

SKU:3MMC
MSRP: $395

#1 tire changer in the world

Are bloody knuckles, stress, back and 
knee pain supposed to be part of the tire 
changing experience? It may seem that 
way. That is until you use the Rabaconda 
3-Minute Tire Changer. The Rabaconda 
tire changer makes changing tires in under 
3 minutes a reality for professional and 
home mechanics alike. Rabaconda is a 
result of passion, mixed with many years 
of intense research and development.



LIFETIME WARRANTY 
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

SKU: 3MMC
MSRP: $395

BENEFITS

• Comfortable working height

• No more backache or 
working on your knees

• Compact and easily assembled 
in seconds, no tools needed

• Tire can be removed completely by 
pushing it off with the bead breaker

• Rubber feet and 3 standing points 
provide excellent grip on any surface 
and uneven ground

• Works on tubeless, mousse, 
Tubliss, and regular tube set ups

FEATURES

• Rigid and durable construction

• Light weight

• Tire iron tray for convenient 
access and storage

• Strong Cordura 1000D carry-bag for 
comfortable and compact storage

• Quick-release bolts for fast 
switching between wheel sizes

• Unique bead breaker 
positioning system

• Long oval profile arm with good grip

• Premium quality product. Made 
in the European Union.

TECHNICAL INFO

• Suitable for wheel sizes 16-21 inches

• Carry-bag dimensions: 
27.5 x 11 x 10 inch

• Materials: galvanised and powder 
coated steel, aircraft grade aluminum

• Working level (wheel height): 20 inch

• Weight (incl. bag): 38 lbs

• Hub bearings diameter: 20-27 mm

JUST ONE BAG 

TO CARRY

CURRENT TIRE 

CHANGE RECORD: 

44 SECONDS

3-MINUTE TIRE 
CHANGER



12-18mm spindle
SKU: 12mm_axle
MSRP: $39

12-18mm spindle for bikes with smaller hub 
bearings. The diameter of the spindle is 12mm 
and it comes with a 16mm sleeve adapter.

The standard spindle diameter is 20mm 
and it has a 24mm sleeve adapter.

28mm adapter
SKU: 28mm_adapter
MSRP: $19

28mm adapter to slide over standard 20mm 
Rabaconda center spindle. It keeps wheels with hub 
bearing diameter 28mm and above centered.

58mm adapter
SKU: BMW_adapter
MSRP: $29

Suitable for BMW and other shaft drive 
bikes. We recommend measuring your bikes 
hub sizes before buying an adapter. 

“I WAS REALLY NERVOUS ABOUT CHANGING  
TIRES IN MY ALLOTTED TIME AT SIX DAYS. 
BUT  WITH THE RABACONDA I WAS CONFIDENT 
IN  HOW EASY AND EFFORTLESS IT MADE 
CHANGING THEM, AFTER A LONG DAY ON 
THE BIKE!”

KAILUB RUSSELL

ADD-ONS FOR
3-MINUTE 
TIRE CHANGER



THE ULTIMATE TOOL 
FOR DUAL-SPORT 
AND ADVENTURE 
BIKE TIRE CHANGES

The Rabaconda 3-Minute Tire Changer is a pretty 
impressive kit. If you are used to changing tires 
on a stand or by some other means, stepping up 
to the Rabaconda is going to be a night and  
day change in speed and ease of tire change.

UPSHIFT MAGAZINE

“

“

While designed for dirt bikes, the Rabaconda Tire 
Changer is worth a look for adventure riders who 
swap rubber often, and are looking for easier and 
quicker options beyond changing tires on the ground. 
Quick to set up and easy to store, it’s a practical 
addition to any DIY motorcyclist’s stable of tools.

 ADVPULSE.COM

“

“



WHAT MAKES A GOOD TIRE IRON?
Over the years, we have used and abused dozens of different tire irons. Long, 
short, curved, straight, spoon, steel, plastic, titanium – you name it, we have 
tried it. After performing over 2,000 tire changes at racing events and observing 
even more tire changes performed by others, we’ve built up a rather 
deep understanding of what works and what does not.

FINE-TUNED BY SCIENTISTS 
We gave scientists a task to create the best motorcycle tire iron …ever. This is not 
just talk, we contracted an independent mechanical laboratory of Tallinn University
of Technology to give the whole story a scientific stand. We brought them a dozen 
tire irons with similar shape and size, available through larger distributors, and 
after testing the hardness, yield strength and surface quality of each, we 
established the requirements for what should be the ultimate tire iron. It is now 
out on the market and we have the confidence to claim that our new tire irons 
are the toughest ones available. It might look the same on the surface, but the 
quality improvements are noteworthy.

HERE’S WHAT’S NEW AND WHAT MAKES THE NEW RABACONDA 
PRO TIRE IRON STAND OUT FROM OTHERS: 

• Optimized tip dimensions for easier insertion yet 
having enough thickness to avoid unwanted bending

• Optimized material strength and hardness to withstand even the hardest 
tires and muscles

• Smoother surface quality for reduced friction meaning less resistance when 
mounting a tire

• Forged Rabaconda logo as a mark of quality

Rabaconda tire irons will last a lifetime and can be passed down from father 
to son. The set consists of 5 tire irons, and yes, it comes with a handy pouch 
to keep them organized.

PRO TIRE 
IRON SET

MSRP: $75
SKU: TL

FINE-TUNED
MASTERPIECE



Heavy-duty Pro Tire Iron Set used by many Rabaconda pro riders. 
We strongly recommend using these tire irons with the Rabaconda 
3-Minute Mousse Changer. Why? They are robust, long, curved, and 
most importantly have a slim tip to fit between the tire and rim.
Why a 5-piece set? This is exactly how many you need to perform a 
mousse change in 3 minutes. Each one is essential and has a special 
role to play.

PRO TIRE IRON SET 
MSRP: $75

• 5-piece set

• Length: 15 inches

• Extra strong

• Slim tip to fit easily between the tire and rim

• Includes a carry-bag

1.STRONG
MATERIAL
for great durability

5.OPTIMUM 
LENGTH
to use less force

5 THINGS WE LOVE
ABOUT THE PRO TIRE IRON SET

2.ROUNDED 
EDGES
to avoid tube punctures

3.THIN TIPS
for easier insertion

4.CURVED 
SHAPE
for easier mounting

SKU: TL



“WITH THE RABACONDA, I WAS 
ABLE TO CHANGE TIRES MUCH 
FASTER THAN I EVER HAD BEFORE
 AND WITH ABOUT HALF THE EFFORT 
I WAS USED TO PUTTING IN”

TAYLOR ROBERT



SMOOTH ACTION AND 
COMFORTABLE GRIP!

MSRP: $25
SKU: 17TL

• Heavy-duty steel tire iron with durable chrome finish

• Wide and slim forged spoon end for easy insertion 
and to avoid bead damage

• Ergonomic aluminum handle for great control 
and safety

• Round shaped tip to avoid tube punctures

• Lifetime warranty

• 17” long (0.44 meters)

17” TIRE IRON 
“THE SUPERIOR“

The almighty Hulk of Rabaconda tire iron family. 
Strong and long enough to leverage any motorcycle, 
ATV/UTV/Quad or Side-by-side tire on earth.



Minimalistic yet always powerful, Rabaconda design combined with 
high quality materials makes this the absolute king cobra of all 
paddock mats. Loved even by F.I.M. and AMA (in accordance with 
their environmental codes). Durable, easily washable and liquid 
absorbent – a true friend of the environment. Unroll this Rabaconda 
snakeskin at race pits and mother earth will thank you later. Invite 
your friends over to hang in your garage and just chill,  sit back and 
enjoy the compliments on having the coolest bike mat ever.

• Dimensions: 2.6’ x 3.3’ (80 x 100cm)

• Keeps babies sleeping when tire irons fall

• Oil, gas and chemical resistant

• Thick rubber backing

• Absorbs spilled liquids

• Washable

• A genuine piece of #rabacondaart

MSRP: $75
MSRP: $35

• Dimensions: 3.3’ x 6.6’ 
(100 x 200cm)

• Meets F.I.M. and AMA 
environmental requirements

• Oil-, gas- and chemical-resistant

• Thick rubberised underside 

• Soft touch pile on the top 

• Absorbs spilled liquids

• Easily washable

You like it nice and tidy? That’s why Rabaconda Tire Changer Shop Mat is 
an indispensable piece of glam in your workshop. To protect the floor, to 
add extra stability to the tire changer and to simply welcome your guests 
in style. If you have the Rabaconda tire changer, it’s a “must have”.

PIT MAT
SKU: PITMAT

SKU: TCMAT

TIRE CHANGER 
SHOP MAT



“I HAVE LITERALLY ZERO STRESS WHEN 
CHANGING TIRES WITH THE RABACONDA, 
IT’S BRILLIANT.!”
 
RYAN SIPES

ALUMINUM HEAVY-DUTY 
CHAIN BREAKER  
SKU: CBT
MSRP: $25

Strong and foldable heavy-duty chain breaker 
fits nicely into a trail pack or toolbox and gets 
the job done quickly and easily. Thanks to 
the high hardness steel pushing pin, this will 
be the last chain breaker you’ll ever buy!

• Lightweight aluminum design. Only 5.5 oz!

• Lighter than all conventional chain breakers

• High hardness pushing pin

• Compact heavy-duty design

• Fits with chain sizes from #420 to #520

•    Dimensions: 4.7” x 1.5” x 1”

RIM LOCK NUT SET
SKU: RLNSET
MSRP: $10

Screw on these bling green rim lock nuts and get 
immeasurable amount of snakepowers from your ride.

• Sealed top to keep the dirt out

• Specially shaped washers to spread the load evenly

• Light-weight aluminum to reduce rotating mass

• Set includes two rim lock nuts and two washers

TUBE VALVE SEAL SET
SKU: VSEAL
MSRP: $6

Stop dirt and water from entering the rim 
through the valve hole to avoid any inside 
damage. Set consists of 2 rubber seals.



SWAMP CAP
MSRP: $15
SKU: Cap_swamp

No more bad hair days with the Rabaconda 
Swamp Cap! 6-panel snapback Rabaconda 
Swamp cap is perfect for everyday wear to 
keep the sun out of your eyes and to keep you 
looking cool and stylish wherever you go. 

• Flat brim

• Adjustable with snap closure

• 100% cotton

BOG CAP
MSRP: $15
SKU: Cap_bog

The perfect cap for fishing, golfing and wrenching 
during hot summer days and cool nights.

• Curved visor

• Adjustable with snap closure

• 70% cotton + 30% nylon mesh

 
GRAY BEANIE
MSRP: $15
SKU: Hat_gray

Our Gray Beanie offers protection from the 
elements in fall and winter. The elastic material 
sits comfortably atop your noggin and gives 
you a cool, casual streetwear look. It makes you 
happy in many ways, as you can wear it in 
two different style. 

• Wearable in two ways

• 100% acrylic



THE STANDING RECORD 
IS 44 SECONDS

TIRE CHANGE 
TUTORIALS
Over the years, we have witnessed countless ways of getting a tire changed. 
Some of them worked, and some of them were simply against the laws of 
physics. Some techniques were so good that we started teaching them to 
others. In the last 7 years, we have refined our tire change methods and 
published several “how to” videos and special tricks to help everyone get 
their tires changed easily.

Watch the most helpful videos and be the first 
to receive our product news. Sign up to our 
messenger channel at rabaconda.com/start
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Riders of every level love Rabaconda, ahead of any competition, 
they favor its premium quality and its absolute ease-of-use 
wins every time, hands down. With high flying pro-riders (and 
amateurs alike) sharing much love for Rabaconda on social media, 
it really is a no-brainer to partner with our unique, dynamic,
fast-growing brand. So, come climb onboard… simply sign up 
today for your dealer package-with-benefits and enjoy the ride.

WE’RE WITH YOU ALL THE WAY...
• Products that truly sell themselves

• No minimum order, low outlay

• Riders in your area, looking to buy now

• Quick, easy ordering

• Fast direct shipping from our USA warehouse. Oh, and 
shipping is free on all orders of $200 and above

• Drop-shipping options available 

• We’ll provide you with proven point of sale (POS) and 
digital advertising that will help your sales soar

• Money-back guarantee

• Rabaconda lifetime warranty, for complete peace of mind

LOOKING FOR YOUR RABACONDA 
DEALER OPPORTUNITY?  
SURE, IT’S RIGHT HERE…

It’s crystal clear, riders love Rabaconda,  
so partner with us today and let your 
riders see, explore and purchase the 
range directly at your facility.   

Simply contact us at:
sales@rabaconda.com 

...and we’ll get the wheels in motion for you.

“THE LONG ARM HELPS THE TIRE IRONS SLIDE IN 
EFFORTLESSLY, MAKING THE JOB A PLEASURE. “
 
JOSH TOTH



YOUR RABACONDA DEALER:

RABACONDA

FOLLOW US


